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Keep the idea, improve the process: excel at optimization
Fenek generates efficient workflows, eliminating the overhead occurred during the implementation of campaigns on the most popular ad management platforms.
We include additional tools such as cross-platform implementation, peer review and approval for campaigns, and artificial intelligence.
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Introducing: Briefs
Briefs are collections of campaigns, creatives and client requirements.
	Cross-platform implementationAllow users to implement campaigns for different Ads providers in a single brief.
	Peer-to-peer reviewsAllow briefs to be published only after being approved by your team.
	Store your client's requirementsSave texts or files with the requests from your client. Access them from any place of the brief.
	DuplicationDuplicate campaigns, adsets or ads.


Fenek AI
Create complete and comprehensive briefs from an AI prompt.
	Understand requirementsGive Fenek AI's the client requirements and populate ready-to-publish briefs in seconds.
	Multiple languagesFenek AI's will understand prompts for most of the world's languages.


User Stats and History
Get control and increase accountability for all the actions.
	LeaderboardGet curated insights of efficiency for brief's implementations.
	Fenek FactorFenek Factor is a ratio of efficiency that calculates the quantity of implemented briefs with the time to implement.
	User HistoryGet a complete historic log of actions performed by any user.
	Granular PermissionsAllow your users to read and perform the actions you want by giving them specific permissions.
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Made by traders
for traders
Fenek is created and mantained by the awesome team of Adglow.
We created a curated workflow based on our daily use cases to improve the time to implement our campaigns.
Fenek has proven to be a relief of errors and efficiency problems most agencies face daily.
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